
Ammonites ARE Delicate: Caring for Ammonite Jewelry 

 
If/when an ammonite hits a hard ground, it may break, crack, or chip the luster. 

 

Ammonites are very misunderstood and misrepresented. This is highly caused by the lack of information 

outside of science books (for geologist, paleontologists, etc.); not to mention that such information can only be 

understood by scientists. Another cause is the manner in which ammonites are presented to the non-scientific 

public. 

 

 - Across the world, most of the persons collecting ammonites are not scientists and only collect them to 

 make money. They dig them en mass and put them (dump) in containers with other ammonites, pretty 

 much the way shrimps are collected and packed for markets. Within the containers, the ammonites are 

 not protected. As such, most of the collected ammonites are damaged. They break, get cracked and 

 scratched. It is then not surprising that most ammonites sold to the non-scientific public are of low 

 quality. 

 - Low quality ammonites have been used to make low quality jewelry. Most often, an “acceptable” 

 ammonite (still of low quality) is placed at the front with the rest of lesser and lesser quality. This type 

 of jewelry has been sold at low prices, further entrenching the public belief that ammonite jewelry is 

 “cheap” stuff not to be worn for highly special events with elegant clothing. 

 - So many ammonites are mass collected all over the world that most also lack external gem quality. The 

 strong tendency has been to slice them and make jewelry showing the better protected internal part, 

 which is quite generic among ammonites. 

 - This has led to the public beliefs that “all ammonites are the same.” While many are collected in 

 Madagascar, ammonites can be found all over the world. Unique color, glow, seriation, etc. are the 

 fingerprints telling exactly where they come from. 

 

1- Put on the jewelry while sitting so if it falls, it will not hit the ground. Put on the jewelry last and take it off 

 first.  

2- Store ammonite jewelry in safe places. Do not merge them with other jewelry within the same box or drawer. 

 This is not done to “real” gems like pearls or rubies, for example (and even diamonds DO scratch when 

 not treated properly). Store it cautiously by itself in a box. 

3- Ammonite jewelry must also be worn cautiously. 

 - The cord used must be strong enough to hold the ammonite (heavier) as well as the pearls and crystals, 

 which always have smaller beading holes; therefore, the wire (copper, silver, or brass) must be strong 

 enough for the ammonite and thin enough for the pearls and crystals. 

 - While the wired section(s) have flexibility, care must be used not to bend these sections repeatedly or 

 too strongly. The wire, just like most cords is fragile and will break. 

4- Do not let the jewelry come in contact with any chemicals like body lotions and perfumes. Chemicals will 

 affect the ammonites’ luster as well as all the other components. NEVER apply perfume or lotion near 

 the area where the jewelry will be worn. In fact, even soap has chemicals. Before putting on any jewelry, 

 always rub the neck with a wet towel to remove all soap residues. 

5- Even body sweat can damage jewelry. From time to time, wrap jewelry within a clean soft cloth free of 

 chemicals (ensuring it is not tangly), then softly and slowly rub the jewelry. 

 

 

 


